
FIESTAA24 - PROJECT COMPETITION

Event No EC001

Organizing Department Electronics and Communication Engineering

Date 28/03/2024

Time 10:00 AM to 01:09 PM

Event Type Expo (Project, Product, etc,.)

Event Level NSC

Venue Project Lab

Total Participants 33

Students - External 33

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Kalirajan K Coordinator

2 Tamilselvan K S Coordinator

Outcome

The project presentation competition was organized to provide a platform for external participants to showcase their innovative projects and
ideas.The projects were evaluated based on criteria such as creativity, originality, feasibility, presentation skills, and potential impact.. After
careful evaluation and deliberation, three projects were recognized for their outstanding performance:

Event Summary

During FIESTA 2024, the department of ECE has organizad the project presentation competition. Totally, 33 studetns from various
institutions were participated and exhibited their projects. Participants were given the opportunity to present their projects to a panel of
judges and an audience, with the aim of fostering creativity, collaboration, and knowledge sharing. Participants demonstrated creativity and
collaboration as they presented their projects to judges and an engaged audience. After careful evaluation, winners were selected, with
notable projects receiving honorable mentions. The competition highlighted the ingenuity and passion of the participants, and we extend our
congratulations to all involved. Additionally, the competition served as a valuable platform for networking and knowledge exchange among
participants, judges, and attendees. Through engaging presentations and discussions, valuable insights were shared, fostering a spirit of
collaboration and community within the project presentation ecosystem. The event not only celebrated the achievements of the participants
but also inspired others to pursue their innovative ideas and projects. Looking ahead, the organizing team is committed to leveraging the
momentum generated by this successful competition to explore opportunities for continued growth and impact in the field of project
presentation. Through ongoing collaboration and support, we aim to nurture a vibrant community of innovators and change-makers, driving
positive change and innovation in various domains.
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